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The global pandemic has fast tracked the technological revolution. Many thought it would be years before technology would become so integrated
into the event planning industry and that they would have time to up skill, but the time is now, and the event industry has had to adapt or die.
Flock looks at the event trends of 2021 and beyond in this handy guide on what we are likely to see emerge in the industry in 2021.
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A survey Flock conducted at SAACI (South African Association for the Conference Industry) in February 2020, produced very interesting data on how
some of the event's industry were feeling about events, technology and what will make their events stand out. Fast forward 6 weeks and the entire
events industry completely changed! Here are some of the results from back then and some questions from a survey just after the Coronavirus hit.
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Note from Flock’s CEO
The global pandemic has fast tracked the adoption of technology in the event
industry in a bid to provide people with a way to communicate safely and
efficiently, despite global health concerns.
Expanding on the current landscape and based on realistic projections with
regards to the rolling out of several vaccines, we are likely to see certain
popular trends disappear, new trends emerge and some that are here to stay.
One thing is for sure - technology and innovation is likely to remain a
cornerstone of the ever-changed event industry.
Flock has prepared a list of event trends that you are likely to see in 2021.

Mike Lysko

CEO and founder of Flock
Eventing Platform.

				 1. Safety in All Areas
				Tech. Data. Physical

Event planners and managers who run physical, virtual and hybrid events
often need to manage, record and store valuable personal information
about attendees, which highlights the importance of personal data
security and information protection measures. Implementing the right
protocols and using secure platforms will give attendees and staff peace of
mind that their personal details are safe. Additionally, setting up a secure
event can protect your brand from malicious attacks and hacks that could
end up being a PR nightmare.
Another safety consideration is following the proper protocols when
it comes to in person events. If COVID has taught us anything it’s that
social distancing and health measures need to be in place to safeguard
attendees’ health.

Key Safety
Considerations:
• Physical Event Measures:
• Social distancing needs to
be considered.
• Attendance registry.
• Implement mask wearing and
sanitisation stations.
• Consider event bubbles.

			 2. Live Event Bubbles
Benefits of Event Bubbles:
• Are smaller events which means
they are easier to manage.
• Experience driven.
• Everyone at the event has already
been cleared.
• Allows people to enjoy a physical
event with peace of mind.

Living with COVID-19 means social distancing is the norm and avoiding
large gatherings is key. An event bubble entails screening all those
attending before the event and keeping them isolated from anyone
outside of the event. This would require designated accommodation and
leisure spaces separate from the outside world.
Social distancing and regular sanitizing would still be required, but there
is less risk as attendees must arrive with a negative COVID test before
entering the bubble. This is similar to sporting bubbles where players,
coaches and staff are kept separate from others during play and off time.
It is essential for this type of event that each attendee provides a negative
COVID test that has been conducted by a doctor.

				3. Micro Experiences

Benefits of Micro
Moments:

Micro experiences are smaller, more personalised and exclusive events
that take place on their own or within a larger event. In today’s busy
world, people’s specific needs can be met with a customised and personal
experience. These sessions often save time and are more efficient and
productive.

• Smaller group of in person
attendees reduces health risks.

This trend is particularly popular and effective in the travel industry.

• Small scale means these events are
often easier to implement.

Despite being smaller, they will be more acceptable and less risky than
larger events.

• Tailored and personalised
experiences that make a bigger
impact on attendees.

• Creates a highly engaging
experience.

			4. Virtual Connections
In a world that is always
on, where the one that
shouts the loudest gets
noticed, we need to
prioritize creating online
environments that enable
truly authentic virtual
interactions that foster
actual connections.
- Mike Lysko

Flock’s Founder & CEO

One of the primary reasons people attend events is to network and
connect with people. Attending an online event can take away the human
element and can easily be a cold and mechanical experience. Creating
authentic human connections and highly interactive environments
through a virtual event will be the main goal going forward.
Some ideas to foster real connection include allowing attendees to
connect with others before and after the event, icebreakers and group
activities.
As virtual events continue to dominate 2021, more and more companies
are racing to become the best virtual event platform. New features that
emphasize engagement and interaction such as chats, polls, meeting
rooms, expos and beautiful user interfaces are on the way to increase
connectedness.

			 5. Hybrid is Here
Hybrid events are the perfect bridge between live and online gatherings.
They are events such as conferences, seminars, tradeshows, workshops
or meetings that combine live in-person events with virtual online
components.
A study shown in The Event Manager Blog’s Hybrid Event Resolution
Report states that out of a pool of 1200 event planners, two thirds will
remain committed to keeping their virtual components despite the easing
of restrictions, post-lockdown, while the remaining third are largely open
to it. Hybrid events are clearly here to stay and will result in the event
industry becoming widely accessible, cost-effective and more sustainable.

Benefits of Hybrid Events:
• More cost effective than in-person
events.
• Provides the benefits of both virtual
and physical events.
• Creates dual experiences for both
onsite and offsite attendees.
• High production value, meaning
you can record your event and use
the content in a number of ways.
• Creates an opportunity for more
creative event formats.

Benefits of Audio-only
Events:
• More accessible than other formats.
• Easily record and repurpose audio
only events into useful podcasts.
• Is a more inclusive format as people
can listen while at work or while
travelling.
• More relaxed atmosphere.

			 6. Audio-only option
			

Enhance portability for virtual events

After a year full of zoom calls and video call meetings, many are
experiencing video conferencing fatigue. Giving audiences the choice in
how they want to experience your content is key.
An audio only option allows attendees to listen on the go while completing
other tasks and can keep them engaged for longer.

			 7. Sophisticated Virtual
		 Experiences
In 2020 life moved into the virtual realm in many ways and now people are
expecting bigger and better things from the online space. Virtual events
are scaling up from simply using Zoom to technology specifically designed
for virtual events. These streaming services include some basic services
such as three or four-speaker views, overlays, and lower thirds popping
up.
Virtual tech providers are also having to step into the role of AV and
production support and often end up producing the entire event.
As the sophistication of events increase and travel restrictions ease, TV
studios and venues dedicated to virtual events are appealing to more
people as the hybrid event model is likely going to increase in popularity.

Competition in the virtual
event space has become
exceptionally competitive.
As a result, many companies
are upping the production
value of their virtual events
to keep people tuned in
and help their brand stand
out during a time many are
suffering from Zoom fatigue.
- Mike Lysko

Flock’s Founder & CEO

Why diversity &
inclusivity matters:
• It brings different and innovative
perspectives to the table.
• Provides access to a bigger pool of
talented speakers.
• Grabs the attention and interest of
a larger audience.
• Fosters an environment that
challenges people to think
differently about one another
which creates unique learning
experiences everyone
benefits from.

			 8. Diversity & Inclusivity
Racial inclusivity and gender equality is at the forefront globally in 2021
and the events industry needs to do its part in correcting imbalances in
the world.
Panel speakers are the easiest way to include minorities and marginalised
communities. Representation is important for anyone to feel they can
participate and belong in a given space.
Additionally, inviting and sponsoring attendees who would not otherwise
have access to the wealth of knowledge shared at a particular event is a
simple way for events to make a difference.

			 9. Audio Translate for
		 Global Events
Virtual events mean you can have attendees tuning in from across the
globe. And with an international audience comes the need to make your
event accessible to a large audience with different language requirements.
It is essential that your audience can access your content in a language
they can understand.
In-app electronic translation will make your event more accessible
to people connecting from different countries who speak different
languages. If you don’t feel that an app can capture the nuance of multiple
different languages, you could consider providing subtitles in different
languages.

Benefits of Multilingual
Events:
• Makes your event accessible to a
larger international audience.
• Removes the language barrier
and more clearly communicates
core messages.
• Globalises your content.
• Allows audience to network with a
wider group of experts.
• Builds trusts and give your event a
competitive edge.

Ways to monetize virtual
events:
• Offer a subscription model for
ticketed events.
• Reward live attendance.
• Offer better on demand content.
• Offer personal networking sessions
that have been prearranged not
only with attendees but with
sponsors and exhibitors.

			 10. Making Money
			 with Virtual
Virtual events need a better business model, and better support from
virtual event platforms if they are going to be an option to monetize
events.
The problem is that very few people are making money from virtual
events and sponsors and exhibitors are looking for a meaningful return on
investment when participating in events.

			 11. Sustainability
The widespread global lockdown incited a movement towards more
sustainable practices across all industries. The event industry has the
potential to make a big difference by consciously making the shift to
practicing sustainability and encouraging sustainable behaviour from
event attendees.
Virtual events are by nature more eco-friendly. They cut down on
emissions by eliminating the transport factor and make use of minimal
physical materials. However, with physical events, making the decision to
use sustainable, recyclable and locally sourced materials is important for
achieving a zero-waste event.

As we slowly begin to
transition back to physical
and hybrid events, it’s
essential that sustainable
practices and initiatives
remain a key focus.
- Mike Lysko

Flock’s Founder & CEO

				12. Physical Gifts for
Virtual Events
Just because your event has moved online doesn’t mean you should put
a stop to physical gifting. Sending gifts beforehand is a great way to get
attendees in the mood and talking about your event online.
Select quality gifts and ones that will be relevant to their online event
experience. On the other hand, you could go virtual with your gift as well
and send a gift to be used online.

Physical Gift Ideas:
• Provide a welcome box with
branded stationary or swag to
registered attendees.
• Branded or personalised tech to
improve their virtual experience
such as noise reduction headphones.
• Snack boxes – provide attendees
with snacks and edible goodies they
can experience during your event.

Make your next event a
success with Flock.
www.flockplatform.com

